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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

Donald Trump is one of the most popular persons that join in presidential 

election of United States. Along with Hillary Clinton, he is one of the strongest 

candidates in the election. It is because his concept and idea are viewed as thought-

provoked and controversial for some people. The way he asserted these debatable 

ideas were analyzed in this research. 

This research analyzed utterances of Trump‟s speech that contained 

illocutionary act. In particular, the writer wanted to find the types of assertive 

illocutionary act from the selected data and its relationship with context. The writer 

found 23 assertive illocutionary acts as shown in the speech. They are divided into 

several subclasses; revelatives, judgments, conjectures, testimonies and corrections. 

The judgments subclass occurs ten times, conjectures subclass appear six times, 

revelatives as three times, correction as twice, and testimonies is once. 

The highest number of occurrence of judgments subclass posits this speech as 

promotional speech. It means that Trump must deliver all of his data and analysis 

about the weakness of Obama‟s government and Democratic Party as well, to achieve 

the audience‟s impression and sympathy. Due to this situation, Trump‟s assessment 

may be stated as the realization of his critical thinking about the current reality. 
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raise support through their political speeches and campaign activities, and various 

rhetorical strategies.  

Despite the fact that, the ability of the voters to interpret rightly the political 

messages and intentions of the politicians and then respond appropriately is a 

function of how effective these candidates are in deploying the linguistic 

competences available to them. Politicians articulate a lot of intentions in their 

speeches: they inform, inspire, assure, accuse, promise, direct, suggest, incite, 

apologize, disagree, criticize, etc. Some scholars have analyzed such speeches from 

diverse perspectives, including linguistic perspectives. It is mainly conducted on 

presidential speeches that have received significant attention. 

This research investigates and describes the phenomena of assertive 

illocutionary acts used by Trump on presidential declaration speech. The Trump‟s 

presidential declaration was conveyed on June 16, 2015 in Republican Primary field. 

It was significant and attracted a lot of attention particularly because of the numerous 

controversial issues like Mexican‟s immigrants and Islamic Terrorism. Mr. Trump 

also performed intense critiques for Obama managerial of administration and 

American politicians in general.  

The speech was then popularized by name “Our Country Needs a Truly Great 

Leader”. The study is based on speech act theory proposed by J.L. Austin (1962). 

Furthermore, various assertive illocutionary acts identified by Searle (1969) and 
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Chankova (2012) are significant in the speeches. They include informing acts, 

supposing acts, suggesting acts, claiming acts and etc. 

 

 

1.2 Identification of the Problem 

 In this speech, Trump declared that he was running for president of The United 

States. Trump indicates several actions through language in his speeches; he 

informed, inspired, assured, accused, promised, directed, suggested, incited, 

apologized, disagreed, criticized, etc. Therefore, the main focus of this research is to 

identify and analyze the types of assertive illocutionary acts in the speeches based on 

Searle‟s Speech Act Theory (1969) and Chankova (2012) It is formulated in the 

following research question : 

 What are the types of assertive illocutionary acts in Donald Trump’s utterances 

that contain critics toward Obama’s government as found in Presidential Declaration 

Speech? 

 

1.3 Objective of the Study 

 In general, this study tries to understand the complexity of political language 

and discourse in certain situation. It is interesting to be done because political speech 

contains several aspects and contexts that could bring various alternative meaning. 
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Within this study, the real meaning of the speaker will be examined through assertive 

illocutionary act analysis.  

 In brief, the objective of the study is to identify the types of assertive 

illocutionary acts that contains critics towards Obama‟s government used by Trump 

on his presidential declaration speech. The types of assertive illocutionary acts were 

derived from Searle‟s theory on illocutionary acts (1969) and Chankova (2012). For 

this research, there are assorted types that represent the action intended in speaker‟s 

utterance. 

 

1.4 Methods of the Research 

In conducting this research, the writer applied the linguistics research method 

by Sudaryanto ( 1993:135). They are collecting the data, analyzing the data, and 

presenting the data. The data were taken from Donald Trump‟s Presidential 

Declaration Speech which was entitled “Our Country Needs a Truly Great Leader”. 

The writer got this recording on video sharing platform Youtube 

(www.youtube.com), precisely in PBS Newshour channel. It has 46 minutes and 45 

seconds duration, and viewed over 475,000 people around the world. 

In collecting the data, the writer downloaded the video in a website 

(www.youtube.com) and took the transcription of the video from the online 

newspaper, the Huffington Post. The writer applied observational method 

(Sudaryanto, 1993). The first technique is non-participatory observational is that the 

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
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researcher acts only as a listener or observer and does not involve directly into the 

conversation occurs and where the situation happens. The writer watched the video 

and read the transcription several times, and the writer did verification for the 

transcription by comparing the utterance in the script and the video. Another purpose 

is to know the general topic of the speech. Then, the writer isolated the utterances that 

contained assertive acts which critized Obama‟s government. The writer identified all 

the data which contain the assertive illocutionary act. The writer found 23 data to be 

analyzed. 

In analyzing the data the writer used pragmatic identity method as proposed by 

Sudaryanto (1993). The data were analyzed by applying some theories proposed by 

some linguists. They are theory on the types of illocutionary act by Searle (1969). In 

this research, the assertive illocutionary acts developed by Searle and then developed 

in subclasses by Chankova (2012) are used. Theory of context proposed by Leech 

(1983) is also applied to assist the writer in identifying and classifying the types of 

assertive illocutionary acts which contains Trump‟s critics towards Obama‟s 

government.  

In presenting the result of data analysis, the writer explained descriptively and 

argumentatively each utterance in accordance to the subclasses of assertive 

illocutionary acts found. Finally, findings were recapitulated in the form of table.  

 

 




